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Abstract
Recently, a compiler-assisted approach to multiple instruction retry was developed
[1]. In this scheme a read bu]_er of size 2N, where N represents the maximum in-
struction rollback distance, is used to resolve one type of data hazard. This hardware
support helps to reduce code growth, complilation time, and some of the performance
impacts associated with hazard resolution. The 2N read buffer size requirement of
the compiler-assisted approach is worst case, assuring data redundancy for all data
required but also providing some unnecessary redundancy. By adding extra bits in the
operand field for source 1 and source 2 it becomes possible to design the read buffer to
save only those values required, thus reducing the read buffer size requirement. This
study measures the effect on performance of a DECstation 3100 running 10 applica-
tion programs using 6 read buffer configurations at varying read buffer sizes. Two
configurations emerged as the most efficient and differed depending on whether split-
cycle-saves were assumed. It was determined that while the full 2N read buffer size is
not required, nearly 2N is required to adequately handle most applications. It is also
shown that if a buffer size less than 2N is chosen, it is possible that some applications
will suffer significant performance impacts. This study concludes that no reduction in
read buffer size below 2N is practical given a wide variety of general applications.
1 Introduction
1.1 Instruction Rollback Schemes
Checkpointing is a well understood method for implementing rollback recovery when system
errors occur [2-4]. In case of a detected fault, the system is rolled back to a previous
checkpoint containing a consistent state of the system [5]. Full checkpointing may permit
long error detection latency at the expense of long recovery times.
When transient processor errors occur, multiple instruction retry can be an effective
alternative to full checkpointing and rollback recovery [1,6-8]. Multiple instruction retry
within a sliding window of a few instructions [1, 6, 7], or re-execution of a few cycles [9], can
be implemented in parallel with concurrent error detection for rapid recovery from transient
processor errors.
The issues associated with instruction retry are similar to those with exception handling
in out-of-order instruction execution. If an instruction is to write to a register and N is the
maximum error (or exception) detection latency, two copies of the data must be maintained
for N cycles. Hardware schemes such as reorder buffers, history buffers, future files [10],
micro-rollback [7], and compiler-assisted rollback [1] differ in where the updated and old
values reside, circuit complexity, CPU cycle times, and rollback efficiency.
In contrast to totally hardware schemes, a compiler-assisted approach to implementing
multiple instruction retry was developed where the compiler uses a series of transformations
to eliminate anti-dependencies of length _< N [6]. This approach produces a performance
impact consistentwith hardware-basedtechniques[7] and has the addedbenefit of making
N a compile-time parameter.
More recently the compiler-assisted multiple retry scheme was extended to include a
broad class of code execution f_lures [1]. The error model was expanded to allow any legal
path in the control flow graph, thus allowing branch recovery. Possible hazards were shown
to be one of two types. Similar compiler techniques to those in [6] were shown to be effective
in resolving both types of hazards. Finally, a hardware scheme was introduced to resolve
one type of hazard, thus reducing code growth, complilation time, and performance impact.
1.2 Compiler-assisted Multiple Instruction Retry
Within a general error model, data hazards resulting from instruction retry are of two types
[1]. On-path hazards are those encountered when the instruction path after rollback is the
same as the initial instruction path. As shown in Figure l(a), r_ represents an on-path
hazard. The initial instruction sequence causes r_ to be written. However, after rollback, r_
is read prior to being re-written. Branch hazards are those encountered when the instruction
path after rollback is different than the initial instruction path. As shown in Figure l(b), ry
represents a branch hazard. The initial instruction sequence causes ry to be written. After
rollback, ry can be read prior to being re-written as with the on-path hazard, however in
this case initial path repetition is not guaranteed.
Compiler transformations have been shown to be effective in resolving branch hazards
[1]. Hardware support consisting of a read buffer of size 2N, as shown in Figure 2, was
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Figure 1: On-path Hazard.
similarly shown to be effective in resolving on-path hazards. The read buffer maintains a
window of register read history. At rollback, the read buffer is flushed back to the general
purpose register file, restoring the register file to a restartable state.
The read buffer size requirement of 2N is worst case. The buffer simple saves the last N
register reads from the register file across the source 1 bus (S1) and the source 2 bus (S2).
This assures data redundancy for all values required but also saves register reads which are
not required during rollback. Register reads which require saving are known at compile time.
If this information were added to the instruction at compile time (eg., as a extra bit field for
source 1 and for source 2), then the read buffer could be designed to save only those values
required. As long as the required values were maintained for N cycles, the read buffer size
could conceivably be less than 2N.
The purpose of this study is to determine the effect on a system's performance given
various read buffer configurations for a range of application programs, assessing the viability
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Figure 2: Read Buffer.
of read buffer size reduction while determining the optimal buffer configuration.
Section 2 describes the rollback strategy and various read buffer configurations to be
studied, Section 3 discusses the methodology used for the simulations, Section 4 contains
results and analysis from the simulations, and Section 5 summarizes the findings.
2 Read Buffer Configurations
2.1 Overall Recovery Strategy
Given a read buffer configuration as shown in Figure 3, rollback is accomplished by first
flushing the read buffer back to the general purpose register (GPR) file in the reverse order
of which the values were saved. Figure 3 shows the two FIFO read buffers above S1 and
$2 to better illustrate the buffer's content given the instruction sequence shown. As long as
the depth of the dual FIFO read buffers are N, redundant copies of the appropriate register
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Figure 3: Read Buffer.
values (denoted value(r=)) are available to restore the register file given a rollback of < N.
Suppose now that only some of the register values need to be saved. This can be deter-
mined at compile time when data hazards are detected. Figure 4 shows such a case with
the registers to be saved marked with an """. Since only those values which need to be
saved are saved, the read buffer total size can now be less than N. In this case however
the instruction count must also be saved so that the value can be maintained for at least
N cycles. In the event that the read buffer overflows, the oldest value in the buffer must
be pushed to memory and a record kept so that during rollback the value can be retrieved
from memory. Given a dual FIFO depth of M, memory would serve the function of the
remaining N - M of the two FIFOs. This read buffer design reduces the buffer size while
introducing potential performance impacts due to buffer overflows. What will be studied is
how the performance impact increases as the buffer size decreases.
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Other Considerations
A key element in the modified read buffer model are the set of assumptions made relative
to overflow handling. For example, if a memory store buffer were assumed, there would
be no stall if a single FIFO overflowed and the store buffer was available given the current
instruction were not a store. However, if the store buffer were full or if the current instruction
were a store, then a stall would occur. The problem with including a store buffer in the model
is that the performance impact measured would depend on the store buffer size, clouding
the performance impact due to the read buffer alone. The same difficult arises if the cache
is included in the model.
Instead, it will be assumed that a read buffer overflow will always cause a single stall. If
both FIFOs overflow, two stalls will be incurred. This simplifying assumption is pessimistic
relative a store buffer which may have empty locations, while optimistic relative to a full
6
store buffer requiring a write to cache. These assumptions guarantee that all measured
performance impact is directly due to changes in the read buffer size or configuration.
2.3 Read Buffer Models
The most straight forward model for the read buffer is that of configuration A1, shown with
configurations A2, B1, B2, C and D in Figure 5. The obvious problem with configuration
A1 is that if the FIFO connected to S1 is full and the current S1 value must be saved,
a stall occurs due to overflow even though the FIFO connected to $2 may be available.
Configuration A2 resolves this inefficiency by allowing either S1 or $2 access to either FIFO.
Configuration B1 also resolves the inefficiency of configuration A1 by having a single
FIFO with both S1 and $2 connected to it. Configuration B1 assumes that the S1 value and
the $2 value can be saved within the same cycle. This would be possible if the $1 value is
saved during the first half of the cycle and the $2 value is saved during the second half of the
cycle. This split-cycle-save assumption is consistent with the design of register files which
write back during the first half of the cycle and read during the second half of the cycle [11].
Configuration B2 is identical to configuration B1 except that two saves during the same
cycle are not permitted. If two saves are required during the same cycle (eg., an instruction
like r:_ = r_ + rz) , then a stall to save the second value is incurred.
Configuration C attempts to lessen the impact due to the bottleneck in configuration B2
by adding two single level queues between SI&S2 and the single FIFO. Configuration C can
absorb a simultaneous save, processing the first in the current cycle and the second in the
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Figure 5: Read Buffer Configurations.
next cycle assuming the next instruction does not also require a simultaneous save.
Configuration D extends configuration C to allow both S1 and $2 access to either queue.
3 Simulation Methodology
3.1 Trace vs Simulation
There are two methods to obtain performance measurements given the various configurations
of the previous section. The first is to obtain a trace of the application program and then
analyze the read buffer's effect given the actual instruction sequence. Although the register
reads required to be saved can be computed at compile time through hazard calculation,
this information is difficult to maintain in a trace since the the actual instruction set cannot
be altered. Also, traces typically require a great deal of disk space.
A second approach is to simulate the read buffer at the instruction level. Prior to each
instruction execution, a procedure is called to update the read buffer model. Parameters
such as which register reads to save and instruction type can be passed to the simulation
procedure. The difficulty with this approach is the code growth in the original application
program and a dramatic reduction in application run time.
Due to the availability of workstations to run the simulations and the lack of available
disk space at this time, the second approach was chosen for the simulation.
3.2 Simulation Considerations
Even a modest size hand coded simulation program would be too large to insert prior to each
instruction in the application program. It is therefore necessary to branch to a procedure
which performs the read buffer simulation. Given the complexity of a software model con-
taining 6 different configurations, use of a high level language like C to program the model
is desirable.
The instructions inserted to branch to the simulation procedure prior to each original
application instruction can not be added in the high level language. If this were done, the
register assignments would be corrupted as the new instructions were compiled and the one-
to-one correspondence between original instructions and simulation procedure calls would be
lost. Therefore, the calculation of hazards and subsequent determination of which register
reads should be saved must be performed at the s-code level (after register assignment) and
the appropriate s-code level instructions inserted prior to each original s-code instruction of
the application program. The problem is that calling and executing the simulation procedure
corrupts current register values of the application, since the compiler was not aware of the
inserted instructions. This is further complicated by the fact that since the simulation
procedure is coded in C, it's register usages are not known.
3.3 Methodology
To minimize the application code growth, a simple hand written s-code sequence shown in
Figure 6 is inserted prior to each instruction. This code sequence pushes register 31 on the
l0
# Begin rbuf_sim hook:
subu $sp, 28
sw $31, 20($sp)
sw $4, 24($sp)
li $4, _
jal rbuf2_save
lw $31, 20($sp)
lw $4, 24($sp)
addu $sp, 28
# End rbuf_sim hook.
addu $25
save_srcl = I, save_src2 = 0
directs read buffer to
save source 1 value
, $23, $8[ _ original instruction
Figure 6: s-code Instrumentation
stack (register 31 is used as a return address during procedure calls and therefore will be
corrupted), pushes register 4 on the stack, loads register 4 with information relative to the
saving of $1 or $2 for this particular instruction, calls rbuf2_save, and then pops from the
stack and restores registers 31 and 4.
The code sequence of Figure 6 only saves the two registers necessary to branch to a
procedure and pass one register's worth of parameters. Prior to actually branching to the
read buffer simulation, the remaining registers which are used need to be saved. This was not
done in the code sequence of Figure 6 to limit application code growth. The hand written
code sequence, rbuf2_save, shown in Figure 7 conservatively saves all remaining registers on
the stack. Note that both callee and caller saved registers must be saved since the compiler
was unaware of the inserted procedure call.
Finally, the C level read buffer simulation, rbuf2_sim, is called from the code sequence
shown in Figure 7. The simulation program can be modified and re-compiled without a
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#Begin rbuf2_save procedure
.verstamp 2 i0
.extern _lob 60
.extern _pctype 4
.extern _ctype_ 0
.text
.align 2
.file 2 "rbuf2_save.c"
.globl rbuf2_save
.loc 2 I0
.ent rbuf2_save 2
rbuf2_save:
.option Ol
subu $sp,
sw $31,
sw $30,
g
@
sw $2, 132($sp)
.mask Ox8ffffff, -4
.frame $sp, 160, $31
.loc 2 11
lw $4, 124($sp)
$sp, 160
iS($sp)
20($sp)
.livereg Ox8ffffff,Oxfff
]al [rbuf2_sim] _-- C-leve|read buffersimulation program
.loc 2 12
lw $31, le($sp)
lw $30, 20($sp)
lw $2, 132($sp)
addu Ssp, Ssp, 160
j $31
.end rbuf2_save
Figure 7: rbuf2_save s-code sequence.
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correspondingmodification to the application programor the two previouss-codesequences.
Similar s-codesequencesto handle initialization and summary calculations were also
developed.The initialization procedure call is placed in the "main" module prior to the first
instruction. The summary procedure calls are placed prior to all "jal ezit" instructions in all
modules and prior to the "j $31" instructions in the "main" module. Performance impact
(% increase) is computed as: 100 * stall_cycles base_cycles. Stall cycles result from read
buffer overflows. All instructions are assumed to require one cycle to complete in a pipelined
architecture. This is a pessimistic assumption for performance impact measurement since
load and branch delays would give the read buffer an extra cycle to handle an overflow. The
assumption is made to again help isolate read buffer effects on performance from those of
various delay slot filling strategies.
4 Simulation Results and Analysis
4.1 Implementation
The hazard analysis transformation operates on the s-code emitted by the MIPS code gen-
erator of the IMPACT C compiler [12]. The transformation determines which register reads
need to be saved by the read buffer and inserts calls to the initialization, simulation, and
summary procedures as described earlier. The resulting s-code modules are then compiled
and run on a on a DECstation 3100. For the study, a rollback distance of 10 was selected.
Given a rollback distance of 10, a read buffer size of 20 (for configurations A1, A2, and B1)
13
Program
QUEEN
WC
QSORT
CMP
GREP
PUZZLE
COMPRESS
LEX
YACC
CCCP
I Size l
148
181
252
262
907
932
1826
6856
8099
8775
Description
eight-queen program
UNIX utility
quick sort algorithm
UNIX utility
UNIX utility
simple game
UNIX utility
lexical analyzer
parser-generator
preprocessor for gnu C compiler
Table 1: Application Programs.
will produce zero performance impact.
4.2 Application Programs
Table 1 lists the 10 application programs studied. "Size" is the number of s-level instructions
of the application prior to instrumentation.
4.3 Simulation Results: QUEEN
Figures 8 through 13 show changes in performance overhead (Cycles OH) for various read
buffer sizes and configurations running the QUEEN application. Looking at Figure 8 (con-
figuration A1), it can be seen that significant performance impact is incurred even with
modest reduction in read buffer size. As can be seen from the other application runs, shown
in Appendix A, configuration A1 is consistently the least efficient of the six configurations
studied. This is due to the fact that the dual FIFO's are dedicated to a single source bus.
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Figure 8: QUEEN: Configuration A1.
In many cases saving S1 will cause an overflow because the S1 FIFO is full, even though
there is room in the $2 FIFO. Configuration A1 does allow for simultaneous saves of S1
and $2 (given sufficient room in each) but this feature does not compensate for the latter
inefficiency. Figure 9 (configuration A2) shows the improvement gained by allowing either
source bus access to either FIFO.
Figure 10 (configuration B1) shows the most efficient of the six configurations. In this
configuration a total read buffer size of 13 would produce zero performance impact; a 35%
reduction in read buffer size.
Configuration A2 out-performs configuration B1 at the lower buffer sizes but due to
the gradual slope of the A2 curve versus the sharp drop-off of the B1 curve, B1 performs
better at the low performance overhead values. This characteristic of configuration A2
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Figure 11: QUEEN: Configuration B2.
0000000
III
2O
versus configuration B1 is present in all of the application results. It should be noted that
configuration B1 does assume simultaneous saves of S1 and $2 can be handled within the
same cycle. If this latter assumption is invalid, Figure 11 (configuration B2) shows that
no less than 9.41% performance impact is achieved regardless of the read buffer size. The
"leveling off" of Figure 11 is due to the bottleneck at the single FIFO entry point and not
the depth of the FIFO. The flat part of the curve shows the percent of instructions requiring
simultaneous saves of $1 and $2.
Figure 12 (configuration C) shows how a single level dual queue placed between the source
bus and the single FIFO can alleviate some of the bottleneck effects. The dual queue can
absorb a single simultaneous save of $1 and $2, distributing the saves over two cycles. A
non-zero minimum performance overhead is still present due to cases where the dual queue
17
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Figure 12: QUEEN: Configuration C.
has not emptied before the next simultaneous save occurs.
Figure 13 (configuration D) shows the results of an improved queue structure which
permits saves from either bus into either queue. This configuration avoids stalls in some
cases (eg., $2 needs to be saved while the queue dedicated to $2 in configuration C is full
and the other queue is empty). Configuration D also has a non-zero minimum performance
overhead but gives better performance than configuration C.
The simulation results for QUEEN show that configuration A1 is the least efficient and
that given the ability to do split-cycle-saves, configuration B1 is the most efficient. Without
the split-cycle-save capability, configuration D is the best of the single FIFO designs resulting
in a minimum performance overhead of 4.45% and configuration A2 is the best of the dual
FIFO designs resulting in a 1.66% performance overhead with a read buffer size of 14. For
18
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Figure 13: QUEEN: Configuration D.
For configurations B1, B2, C, and D a total read buffer size of 13 is sufficient to maximize
performance (note that 2 must be added to each read buffer size value in C and D to account
for the dual queues).
4.4 Simulation Results: Other Application Programs
Resulting plot shapes of the other application programs, shown in Appendix A, are similar
to those for QUEEN. The differences between the application results are the points at which
the curve "levels off" (i.e., the buffer size) and, in the case of configurations B2 through
D, at what level the performance overhead stabilizes. The former measurement will be
called RB_size and the latter OH_level. Table 2 shows measurements obtained for the 10
applications given the two most efficient configurations, A2 and B1. Configuration A2 does
19
RB_size
Program A2 I B1
QUEEN 14 13
WC 10 9
QSORT 16 15
CMP 12 11
GREP 10 10
PUZZLE 10 9
COMPRESS 12 13
LEX 12 13
YACC 16 15
CCCP 12 13
OH_level (_)
A2 I B1
1.67 0.00
0.00 0.00
2.28 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.18 0.00
2.87 0.00
2.87 0.00
2.73 0.00
1.07 0.00
2.34 0.00
Table 2: Result Summary.
not level off like configuration D and does not rapidly approach zero like configuration B1.
Instead, Configuration A2 gradually approaches zero. The OH_level measurement listed in
Table 2 for configuration A2 therefore gives the first performance overhead value that is less
than 3%, and it's corresponding RB_size value.
It can be seen from Table 2 that the read buffer size requirement is roughly the same, per
application, regardless of the split-cycle-save assumption. The size requirement does vary
quite a bit from application to application; PUZZLE and WC as small as 9 with QSORT
and YACC as large as 15. One problem with designing the read buffer capacity to handle
the majority of applications is the steepness of the curve (given configuration B1) as read
buffer size decreases. For example, if the read buffer size is chosen at 13 (sufficient for all
but QSORT and YACC), QSORT would run 15.55% slower and YACC would run 16.35%
slower; an unacceptable impact given the minor hardware savings with a read buffer of
size 13 versus 20. It is concluded that while the full 2N read buffer size is not required
2O
(given the split-cycle-saveassumption), nearly 2N is required to adequately handle most
applications. It seemsunlikely that sucha small hardware cost reduction would outweigh
the cost increaseof additional logic to handle buffer overflows. Also, regardlessof which
buffer size (lessthan 2N) is chosen, it is possible that an important application will suffer a
significant performance impact similar to QSORT and YACC with a buffer size of 13. It is
therefore advisable to use configuration A1 with a total read buffer size of 2N. Note this is
not a contradiction with the previous conclusion that configuration A1 is the least efficient,
which is true only when the read buffer size is less than 2N. With size 2N, performance
impact is always zero for configuration A1.
Given the previous conclusion, the split-cycle-save discussion becomes unnecessary. It
should be noted however that significant performance impacts were measured in QUEEN,
QSORT, COMPRESS, LEX, YACC, and CCCP regardless of read buffer size using config-
uration D. Also, using configuration A2, some performance impacts were measured given a
similar read buffer size to that used for configuration B1. This result would indicate that if
the split-cycle-save assumption were not valid, again only configuration A1 with a total read
buffer size of 2N would be adequate.
5 Summary
When transient processor errors occur, multiple instruction retry can be an effective alterna-
tive to full checkpointing and rollback recovery. Multiple instruction retry within a sliding
window of a few instructions can be implemented in parallel with concurrent error detection
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for rapid recovery from transient processor errors. Hardware schemes such as reorder buffers,
history buffers, future files, and micro-rollback differ in where the updated and old values
reside, circuit complexity, CPU cycle times, and rollback efficiency.
In contrast to hardware schemes, a compiler-assisted approach to implementing multiple
instruction retry has been recently developed in which a read buffer is used to resolve one
type of hazard, reducing code growth, complilation time, and performance impact.
The 2N read buffer size requirement of the compiler-assisted approach is worst case,
assuring data redundancy for all values required but also saving register reads unnecessarily.
By adding extra bits in the operand field for source 1 and source 2 it becomes possible to
design the read buffer to save only those values required, thus reducing the read buffer size
requirement. The cost of the buffer size reduction is occasional overflows resulting in stall
cycles. This study determined the effect on performance of a DECstation 3100 running 10
application programs using 6 read buffer configurations.
Simulation was perform by inserting a hand-coded s-level instruction sequence prior to
each original instruction. The hand-coded sequence then calls another hand-coded sequence
which saves all registers and subsequently calls the simulation procedure. The simulation
procedure was written in the C programming language and is compiled separately, allowing
modification without disturbing the instrumented application programs. Each instrumented
application program was run for various read buffer sizes and 6 read buffer configurations.
Performance impact was measured by the number of stall cycles versus the number of base
cycles.
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Resultsshowthat configurationsA2 and B1 werethe most efficientand differeddepending
on whether split-cycle-saveswere assumed. Performanceversus read buffer size plots, by
configuration, for the 10application programswereseento be of the sameshape. There was
howeversignificant variancesbetweenthe buffer sizesrequired for minimum performance
impacts betweenapplications, and the performancestabilization value assumingno split-
cycle-savecapability. It wasdeterminedthat while the full 2N readbuffer sizeis not required,
nearly 2N is requiredto adequatelyhandlemostapplications. Also, regardlessof which buffer
size is chosen(i.e., lessthan 2N), it is possiblethat an important application will suffer a
significant performance impact. This study therefore concludesthat no reduction in read
buffer sizebelow 2N is practical given a wide variety of generalapplications.
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Figure 19: WC: Configuration D.
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20
Figure 20: QSORT: Configuration A1.
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Figure 23: QSORT: Configuration B2.
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Figure 24: QSORT: Configuration C.
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Figure 25: QSORT: Configuration D.
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Figure 26: CMP: Configuration A1.
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Figure 27: CMP: Configuration A2.
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Figure 28: CMP: Configuration B1.
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Figure 29: CMP: Configuration B2.
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Figure 30: CMP: Configuration C.
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Figure 31: CMP: Configuration D.
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Figure 32: GREP: Configuration A1.
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Figure 33: GREP: Configuration A2.
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Figure 34: GREP: Configuration B1.
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Figure 35: GREP: Configuration B2.
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Figure 36: GREP: Configuration C.
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Figure 38: PUZZLE: Configuration A1.
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Figure 39: PUZZLE: Configuration A2.
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Figure 42: PUZZLE: Configuration C.
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Figure 43: PUZZLE: Configuration D.
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Figure 44: COMPRESS: Configuration A1.
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Figure 46: COMPRESS: Configuration B1.
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Figure 47: COMPRESS: Configuration B2.
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Figure 48: COMPRESS: Configuration C.
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Figure 49: COMPRESS: Configuration D.
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Figure 50: LEX: Configuration A1.
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Figure 51: LEX: Configuration A2.
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Figure 52: LEX: Configuration B1.
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Figure 53: LEX: Configuration ]32.
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Figure 54: LEX: Configuration C.
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Figure 55: LEX: Configuration D.
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Figure 56: YACC: Configuration A1.
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Figure 57: YACC: Configuration A2.
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Figure 58: YACC: Configuration B1.
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Figure 59: YACC: Configuration B2.
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Figure 60: YACC: Configuration C.
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Figure 61" YACC: Configuration D.
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Figure 62: CCCP: Configuration A1.
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Figure 64: CCCP: Configuration B1.
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Figure 67: CCCP: Configuration D.
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